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Performance Analysis of Handoff Resource
Allocation Strategies Through the State-Dependent
Rejection Scheme
Francisco Barceló, Member, IEEE
Abstract—The state-dependent rejection scheme (SRS) provides
a common framework for analysing existing handoff schemes and
for designing new ones easily. Designing new schemes is made
simple by determining the appropriate set of state-dependent
probabilities. The Markov analysis of SRS is simple and useful for
drawing initial conclusions on handoff strategies. The analysis and
simulations carried out here demonstrate the capability of SRS
to adapt to different mobility and load scenarios and to achieve
good performance while targeting quality of service performance
metrics.
Index Terms—Handoff scheme, handoff strategy, resource al-
location, simulation model, teletraffic performance, wireless net-
works.
I. INTRODUCTION
CURRENT mobile networks need mechanisms to handlethe resource allocation for connection attempts: fresh and
handoff traffic should be managed in different ways. In second-
and third-generation systems, when a base station (BS) receives
a fresh call (i.e., a call originated within the cell), the call is
blocked if all channels are busy when the call starts. If the con-
nection request corresponds to a handoff, the lack of channel
causes the interruption of a call that started in a different BS.
Although the user perceives both situations as quality degra-
dation, the latter is much more annoying than the former and
should be set to a much lower level. New trends to microcells
and picocells [9], multimedia [11], hierarchical and overlay net-
works [25], mobile asynchronous transfer mode [27], and mo-
bile satellite [10] come to stress the need for resource allocation
methods.
In this paper, the definition of quality of service (QoS) pro-
vided by [1] is taken to be “the collective effect of service per-
formance which determines the degree of satisfaction of a user
of a service.” The QoS of the strategies tested in this study are
the probability of blocking a new call and the probability of
having to interrupt an ongoing call due to handoff failure. Both
of them can be directly perceived by users as, respectively, the
percentage of times that they cannot establish a connection and
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the percentage of interrupted calls. The grade of service (GoS)
is a convenient engineering figure that gives an overall idea of
the QoS but which is not directly perceived by the user. See Sec-
tion III-B for details.
A. Handoff Schemes
The guard channel scheme (GCS) uses cutoff priority for
handoff attempts [14], [26] (i.e., sets aside channels for
handoff only). GCS achieves low handoff failure compared
to the probability of blocking new calls, but at the cost of
low channel efficiency. Variations on this scheme include
the possibility of a handoff to seize a guard channel first, a
common channel first, and a probabilistic combination of both
[15]. A handoff queueing scheme (HQS) [24] gives priority to
handoff attempts by permitting them to queue. GCS and HQS
can be combined in such a way that channels are reserved
for handoff attempts only, and handoff attempts are allowed
to queue. This guard channels with queue (GCQ) scheme
increases the carried traffic (CT) of the GCS and gives a degree
of freedom to the HQS which allows the designer to choose
a design tradeoff for the QoS: blocking probability (PB) versus
interruption probability. More sophisticated methods include
finite queues [8] and combine the dynamic setting of and
reservation of channels in neighbor cells [6].
The fractional guard channel (FGC) [21] is parametric. Not
only can a threshold be set, but so can the request probabilities
for every state of the BS: A state is identified by the number
of occupied channels. This gives it the desirable ability to set
different combinations of blocking and handoff-failure proba-
bilities. The dynamic channel reservation scheme (DCRS) [16]
is a particular case of FGC for which a high performance has
been proved.
To cope with the limited capabilities of the above-mentioned
methods, measurement-based priority schemes have been
proposed [2], [15], [19], [24]. Among the measurements taken
are the transmitted power, time already spent in the degradation
area, number of active calls and/or existing mobile stations
(MSs) in neighboring cells, same magnitudes as received in
other BSs, and so on. Other proposals include the setting of the
number of guard channels in an adaptive way depending on the
incoming traffic and mobility in neighboring cells [18].
B. Organization of the Paper
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the SRS is
described in detail along with the notation used. The environ-
ment and hypothesis considered in the study are presented in
1536-1276/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE
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Fig. 1. State-dependent rejection: algorithm and scheme.
Section III, along with analytical results for performance eval-
uation. The analytical study makes use of the Markov environ-
ment by modeling the system as a birth–death (B-D) process.
In Section IV, SRS strategies are introduced. In Section V, the
analytical study is used to draw numerical results for several
scenarios and strategies. Section VI presents simulation results
and compares them with analytical ones. The simulation is re-
alistic, avoiding the necessarily simple assumptions of the anal-
ysis. Finally, Section VII summarizes some key achievements
and conclusions.
II. HANDOFF ALGORITHM AND NOTATION
A. State-Dependent Rejection Scheme (SRS)
As presented in this paper, the SRS does not use the transmis-
sion of measures or channel reservations between BSs. The SRS
algorithm is parametric and the parameters allow the designer
to select a wide range of tradeoff situations between new call
blocking and forced termination probabilities. The data needed
for the correct tuning at the BS are the new call and handoff
arrival rates. SRS can be seen as a common framework that in-
cludes other previous basic handoff schemes: GCS, HQS, and
DCRS can be achieved by appropriately tuning the SRS param-
eters. SRS is close to FGC [21] and DCRS [16]; the main differ-
ence is that both mentioned schemes are queueless while SRS
includes a queue for handoffs.
Handoff arrivals can use any available channel. If all channels
are busy, the handoff is allowed to queue. New calls are accepted
on a blocked calls lost basis with state-dependent probabilities.
The call is lost if all channels are busy upon arrival. If there
are free channels, the call is accepted or rejected with a certain
probability that depends on the number of occupied channels.
The implementation model of the proposed method in a BS
with channels is shown in Fig. 1. Handoff arrivals are ac-
cepted or, if necessary, placed in a queue until a channel is re-
leased. New calls are rejected if all channels are busy, and ac-
cepted or rejected with a certain probability if there are free
channels. The control block dynamically sets this probability
based on the number of busy channels upon arrival and the esti-
mation of the arrival rates (i.e., for new calls and handoffs). The
algorithm needs the knowledge of the number of busy channels
and the function , which provides a uniformly dis-
tributed random variable between zero and one.
The idea behind SRS is to probabilistically force rejection of
new calls before rejection actually happens. Acceptance prob-
abilities should try to anticipate the PB for new calls while
keeping the system in less congested states than if rejection is
not anticipated.
B. Notation
The new call arrival average rate and call holding time (i.e.,
whole time through all cells crossed by the call) are represented
by and channel holding time (CHT), respectively. The ratio
between handoff and new call arrival rates to the BS is repre-
sented by , which is an estimate of mobility. Note that in-
creases for high mobility: high MS speed or small cells or both.
On average, an MS requests handoff in cells for every single
call, hence, the average number of occupied cells per call is
. The average channel holding time (i.e., time that an MS
holds a channel in a specific BS) is and the
overall arrival rate to a BS (new call plus handoff) is .
The traffic offered to the BS is .
The number of channels in a BS is represented by , while
represents the probability of a new call being accepted on
the basis that channels out of are busy upon arrival. The
mean time that an MS is within the handoff degradation area is
represented by . This handoff degradation time is from the
MS first requested handoff until the MS loses coverage from the
former BS without having achieved the handoff channel in the
new BS. After this degradation time, a handoff dropping occurs
and the call is interrupted. The inclusion of this early departure
hypothesis in analysis has been formerly used in [17].
III. QUEUEING ANALYSIS OF THE GoS
A. System Model and State Probabilities
The GoS analysis is carried out under the assumptions com-
monly assumed in the technical literature, which allow the use
of the Markov frame environment.
1) Poisson arrivals: All connection attempts (i.e., new calls
and handoff) and consequently the aggregate process are
assumed to be independent Poisson processes.
2) Note that we are implicitly assuming that the population
that originates handoffs is infinite. This is a convenient
working hypothesis; actually only the limited number of
channels in surrounding cells can originate handoffs.
3) Exponentially distributed channel holding time: The
channel holding time is assumed to follow a negative
exponential distribution (n.e.d.) with mean .
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Fig. 2. Markov B-D process for SRS.
4) Exponential early departure (impatience): The time in the
handoff area (i.e., before the MS loose radio coverage
without having achieved the handoff) is also modeled by
an n.e.d. with a mean of . As the user could voluntarily
finish the call while within this area, the resulting early
departure rate is .
5) Fixed channel allocation (FCA) is assumed. The number
of channels in each cell is fixed according to previous
planning.
Recent papers present more accurate modeling of the channel
holding time [5], [13], arrival process [20], and time within the
handoff area [23]. Due to the extra complexity these models
add to the analysis, their inclusion is beyond the scope of this
paper. Analytical results for some of these complex situations
with simple handoff schemes are reported in [22].
Note how Assumption 4 and the queue for handoffs address
the fact that in current cellular networks most of the territory
is covered by more than one BS along with the insistence (i.e.,
retry) of the MS to get a handoff in the new cell in case that it
found blocking. In current cellular standards, this retry period
is very short compared to CHT and the individual time between
arrivals for new calls. Retries with a very short period can be
modeled by a queue with random assignment (i.e., there is no
actual buffer, but pending handoffs push in such a way that when
a channel is released in the new cell it will be seized by a handoff
as if they queued with random discipline).
Under the above-mentioned assumptions, the Markov chain
of Fig. 2, with infinite possible states, represents the behavior of
the BS with SRS. The infinite number of states is a consequence
of Assumption 2. Fig. 2 represents a B-D Markov process with
early departure (rate ) and state-dependent probabilities
for which the solution is not very complex. The early de-
parture rate includes the handoffs that leave the handoff zone
without having obtained a new channel in the neighbor cell (rate
) and the ongoing calls that finish within the handoff area while
requesting a handoff . States in queue (i.e., above ) rep-
resent calls that are still being served in surrounding cells but
which have already requested handoff to the one concerned.
Note that early departure includes both departure due to expi-
ration of the time in the handoff degradation area and the
voluntary finalization of the call within this same area . Only
departures due to the former are referred to as forced interrup-






After some straightforward algebra and applying a
well-known solution for a Markov B-D process [3], the






Note that represents the ratio between the mean time inside
the handoff area and the mean channel holding time. Despite the
apparent complexity of (2), programming the resulting solution
is not cumbersome because the ratio between adjacent coeffi-
cients is simple.
B. QoS
The main metrics of the QoS are described below. The prob-
ability of a new call being blocked or PB includes blocking due
to both selective rejection and to the condition of all channels
busy. The probability of a call interruption because of handoff
failure is represented by PF. In addition, a cost function, which
includes the fact that the latter degradation is much more an-
noying than the former, should be presented. The probability of
a handoff being dropped (PD) is used in the analysis to derive
the probability of call interruption. Note that this latter is not
perceived by the user, who should be unaware of the handoff
process. There is no reason to limit PD as long as PB and PF,
which are perceived, are kept bounded.
The probability of a new call being blocked is the ratio be-
tween the blocked or rejected new calls and the total number
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To compute the probability of a call being interrupted (forced
termination) due to handoff failure, we first need the probability
of a handoff being dropped. This can be computed in a similar
way to the PB from the B-D process. Note that only departures
caused by forced termination (in Fig. 2) contribute to PD while
departures due to voluntary finalization of the call within the
degradation do not
PD (5)
The probability of forced termination due to handoff failure,
taking into account that one call involves handoffs, is calcu-
lated as
PF PD PD (6)
This latter approximation is valid as long as PD is kept very
low; this should always be a design condition. From the above
equation, it is easy to understand why a handoff scheme is
needed. If no handoff mechanism is used and PB PD, the
mobility due to high speed, small cells, etc., makes
handoff interruptions occur more frequently than blocking.
Although sophisticated cost functions have been proposed
[21], in practice, a simple weighted average is useful for most
design purposes. Such a function should reflect the penalty
of the forced termination over the new call blocking. A penalty
of 5 to 20 times is commonly recommended [12]. The cost func-
tion can be set as the overall GoS as
GoS PB PF PB PD (7)
Note that (1)–(7) are valid for any queueing discipline, as no
assumption has been made concerning the way in which arrivals
waiting in queue are treated.
C. Design Goals and Implementation Issues
The design goals of handoff schemes should include mini-
mizing the GoS cost function and maximizing the channel effi-
ciency (i.e., the CT for a given ) at the same time, which, in
a general case, is not possible. The carried rate is obtained
in (8) by adding the carried rates for fresh and handoff arrivals.
After dividing both sides of (8) by , and some straightforward




Here, SRS shows itself to be powerful and simple while the
implementation of SRS at the BS according to Fig. 1 is not
complex. The arrival rate, proportion of handoff to fresh tries,
channel holding time, and time in the handoff area can be easily
estimated at the BS: They can be computed by averaging the in-
stant rates and times along a period of around 1 h. As most con-
nections hold the channel for a shorter time, 1 h is long enough
to allow averaging and short enough to avoid the shortest sea-
sonal variability (24-h pattern). Tuning the handoff scheme at
the BS with parameters allows the operator to freely choose
a strategy: tradeoff between performance (PB and PF) and CT.
Note that the higher the CT, the higher the revenue. Complex
algorithms, beyond the scope of this paper, can be used to com-
pute according to several complex GoS and CT objectives.
The BS can also adapt to traffic changes (e.g., 24 h, weekly,
monthly, etc.) very easily by retuning the set of parameters. With
current technology, tuning parameters is not more complex
than tuning one or two as in classical handoff schemes. How-
ever, having parameters to tune opens the design to a much
wider range of PB/PF/CT combinations.
Although theoretical analysis of handoff schemes with one
or two parameters shows good performance, this performance
cannot be guaranteed in the field where all the working assump-
tions are relaxed. Some examples of the big mismatch between
analysis and reality are that arrivals can be non-Poisson (e.g., fi-
nite population), handoff non-Poisson [20], CHT non-n.e.d. [5],
MS not connected to the nearest BS, non-balanced cell layouts
(e.g., different per-cell load, area, traffic, transmitted power,
etc.), degradation areas representing more than 50% of the ter-
ritory, BS not in the center of the cell (i.e., today, most BSs have
three sectors, being the antenna in the corner of a 120 radia-
tion pattern), etc. In addition, to the possibility of tuning the
parameters according to analyses or simulations, SRS gives the
network operator the opportunity of tuning the parameters
according to experimental results in the field. Setting up pa-
rameters allows a fine-tuning difficult to achieve with only one
or two parameters.
IV. SRS STRATEGIES
Depending on the selection of the acceptance probabilities
and the way in which handoff attempts are managed when all
channels are busy (queued or blocked), a variety of strategies
can be implemented to achieve the desired goals. Each strategy
features different traffic and GoS characteristics and shows dif-
ferent behavior under different load and mobility conditions.
The list of strategies presented here is not intended to be com-
prehensive. The objective of this selection is to illustrate the
flexibility of SRS in accommodating targeted goals; this is car-
ried out through the analytical and simulation results presented
below. Starting from basic methods (GCS, HQS, GCQ, DCRS),
other combinations and variations are explained.
A. Basic Schemes
The GCS is a particular case of the proposed algorithm for
(i.e., handoff is immediately lost upon all channels
busy condition) and the acceptance probabilities are set to one
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF HANDOFF SCHEMES
for and to zero for , being the number of
guard channels.
To achieve HQS, all acceptance probabilities must be set to
one and only handoff attempts are allowed to queue. The drop-
ping of handoff is caused by early departure when the degra-
dation time is consumed. GCQ is a hybrid of GCS and HQS:
Queueing is allowed for handoff attempts only, and chan-
nels are reserved for handoff attempts only. Acceptance proba-
bilities are the same as in GCS, but handoff attempts are not
blocked . DCRS, as described in [16], can be imple-
mented as follows. Time in the handoff degradation area is set
to (i.e., handoff attempts do not queue). Probabilities
should equal unity for states under a certain threshold and
be freely selected over it (and under ). Acceptance probabili-
ties for new calls for can be selected according to specific
formulae presented in [16] which depend on mobility and traffic
conditions.
Table I summarizes these four basic schemes along with the
SRS flexible concept. In each strategy, designer freedom is the
number of parameters that the designer is able to vary in order
to achieve the desired goals.
B. New Schemes
HQS2 is a variation on the HQS that alleviates the overload
that occurs in HQS. HQS is the scheme that accepts most at-
tempts. Implementation of HQS2 is as HQS but all are set
to a fixed value . This reduces the CT while increasing
the ratio between the probability of blocking new calls and the
probability of call interruption. DCRQ is like DCRS, but, in this
case, handoff attempts are allowed to queue. In EB, acceptance
probabilities are set to unity for and to ,
for . The main concept behind this strategy is to proba-
bilistically reject the same percentage of new calls that will be
rejected anyway according to the Erlang Loss formula.1 EC is
the same as EB but uses the Erlang delay formula to estimate ac-
ceptance probabilities: EC for . The “linear”
strategy sets the state probabilities linearly decreasing from the
state (for which the probability is unity) to the state (for
which it is obviously null).
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Three scenarios are analyzed to illustrate the behavior of
the SRS. These proposed scenarios are intended to be realistic.
Channel holding time of around 41 s has been reported in field
studies, along with a mobility [5]. In DECT system,
the maximum time requesting handoff before dropping is 10 s;
this is the maximum imposed by the system but it could be less,
1EB(:) and EC(:) represent the Erlang loss and Dealy formulae, respectively.
TABLE II
SCENARIOS FOR NUMERICAL ANALYSIS TO ILLUSTRATE SRS
depending on MS speed and overlapping area. Average time in
the degradation area of 10%–20% of the channel holding time
has been assumed. Heavy load has been preferred because it is
the condition under which most design problems arise. Table II
shows the values taken in each scenario.
A. Testing Flexibility
As a test of the flexibility of SRS, we present results for Sce-
nario A. The probabilities of blocking a new call and forced ter-
mination are displayed in Table III for the eight ways of setting
the state-dependent probabilities presented in Section IV. In
method HQS2, all probabilities are set to 0.2 for high and 0.9
for low mobility. In all cases, the necessary parameter has been
taken for the smallest overall GoS cost function as defined in
(7).
Table III shows the variety of possible tradeoff design points
that can be selected. The highest CT (in Erlang in Table III) oc-
curs for the HQS, as could be expected: Note too that this is
the way in which the overall rejection probability is minimized.
The drawback is that HQS has the worst GoS. Schemes GCS
and DCRS improve when queueing is allowed. Note that the
lowest PF is obtained for the lowest CT. As expected, the lower
mobility leads to better performance in all cases. In HQS2, the
state-probability parameter is much higher for because
the need to block new calls to allow handoffs in is lower. Note
that the ranking changes and methods that give good perfor-
mance for high mobility lead to poor results for low mobility.
This demonstrates that a flexible handoff scheme is needed in
the BSs to cope with the successive traffic and mobility sce-
narios throughout the day.
Table IV shows a more realistic operator situation with ac-
ceptable QoS. Load is 0.6 and mobility is leading to a
nondegradation performance. In columns “good” and “bad” of
Table IV, the first and second best and worst metrics of all the
strategies are displayed. Note that some strategies feature up to
three metrics in both columns while others feature none of them.
Being in the middle can be an advantage when data concerning
mobility and traffic are not known with precision.
B. Influence of Load
To gain further insight into the performance of SRS, Scenario
B of Table II is tested for variable values of the offered load .
Methods EC and DCRQ were selected for illustration purposes.
Two mobility conditions have been analyzed: (for EC1
and DCRQ1) and (for EC3 and DCRQ3). In all cases,
was set to 35 channels. Fig. 3 represents probabilities of a new
call being blocked and an ongoing call being interrupted due
to handoff failure. Some conclusions can be deduced from this
figure. For low mobility, the overall GoS for EC1 is better (i.e.,
lower) than DCRQ1 only for heavy load, although probability of
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TABLE III
PARAMETERS OF THE GoS FOR  = 0:8
TABLE IV
PARAMETERS OF THE GoSFOR  = 1,  = 0:6
Fig. 3. Performance figures for the Scenario B: PB and PF.
forced termination is always lower for the former. In the case of
higher mobility EC3 limits, the PB at the expense of increasing
the probability of interruption.
C. Influence of Mobility
Fig. 4 displays PB and PF for Scenario C and variable mo-
bility . The linear method computes the state probabilities lin-
early decreasing from states to . has been taken as equal
to 30 in the three methods represented. It could be expected that
PB would increase along with mobility: For the same offered
traffic, higher mobility means a higher share of handoff arrivals
that cause blocking. The probability of forced termination also
increases due to the multiplying effect of in (6). The figures
show that DCRQ gives a good tradeoff between the other two
for PB and PF and the best GoS for low mobility. For ,
the linear method gives the best GoS.
VI. SIMULATION OF SRS
A. Simulator Description
A discrete-event cellular network simulator has been used to
derive performance results when some of the necessary Markov
assumptions are relaxed. The simulator allows the user to intro-
duce an cells layout for two different cell shapes:
Manhattan and hexagonal. Fig. 5 shows the placement in cor-
ners of Manhattan and center of hexagonal cells assumed in the
study. In this work, only FCA is studied. To overcome the border
effect only statistical data from the nine inner cells are collected.
All simulations results have been obtained by averaging results
for 1 000 000 new calls (i.e., plus 1 000 000 handoffs).
Arrivals of new calls are assumed a Poisson process. Mo-
bile calls appear uniformly distributed in the covered area. The
handoff arrival process is not under the programmer’s control: It
is a consequence of the cell shape, MS mobility (speed and di-
rection), traffic (load, number of channels, call duration), etc.
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Fig. 4. PB and probability of forced termination versus mobility.
Fig. 5. Placement of antennas in Manhattan and hexagonal patterns.
The overall call duration (i.e., unencumbered) is assumed to
follow an n.e.d. Again, no assumption is done about the dis-
tribution of the channel holding time, which is consequence of
the above-mentioned mobility and traffic variables.
The radio path loss is modeled as , where
is the distance between the BS and MS. In the Manhattan
cases, 10 dB have been added when line of sight is lost. The
interference is calculated summing up cochannel interference,
two adjacent interferences with a receiver selectivity of 28 and
44 dB for the first and second adjacent channels, respectively,
and finally white noise of 100 dBm. To set up a call, up and
down links require a minimum of 10 dB. Due to multipath
fading, an already connected call may suffer from short unex-
pected loses of quality. To cope with Rayleigh fading we allow
an extra ratio margin of 4 dB. Shadow effect can optionally
be included in the simulation. Further details on the selection of
the radio environment can be found in [7].
The MS requests a handoff as soon as reception is better from
a new BS than from the former one. If handoff is not imme-
diately allowed, the MS continues requesting for it until the
handoff is given or the call is interrupted due to loss of cov-
erage or until the call is voluntarily finished by the user. Again
the programmer does not set the dwell time within the degrada-
tion area, but it comes out from the whole environment: traffic,
shape, mobility, radio, etc.
B. Scenarios: Traffic, Mobility, and Handoff
Manhattan and hexagonal scenarios were simulated for dif-
ferent loads. In Tables V–VII, stands for Manhattan and
for hexagonal. A second letter indicates one of the three load
levels considered: 96% for heavy load , 80% for medium
TABLE V
SIMULATION AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR MANHATTAN SCENARIOS.
T: THEORETICAL. S: SIMULATION
, and 50% for light . With this notation, means
that simulation results are given for a hexagonal pattern medium
loaded (i.e., at 80% use of every channel.)
Average speed of MS is 20 km/h for the Manhatan and
36 km/h for the hexagonal case. This speed is distributed
according to a Gaussian probability distribution with standard
deviation equal to 2/3 the average. In corners of Manhattan
scenarios the MS turns to left (right) with 25% (25%) proba-
bility. Distance between adjacent BSs is 300 m for Manhattan
and 500 m for hexagonal. Streets are 30 m wide in the Man-
hattan models. In hexagonal models, speed and direction vary
according to an n.e.d. with an average time between variations
of 25 s.
The cluster size (i.e., frequency reuse pattern) is set to 10 cells
for the Manhattan and 12 for the hexagonal. All scenarios con-
sider cells with 15 channels (e.g., two GSM carriers). Voice call
duration is set to 120 s and n.e.d. The handoff process works
as follows. For algorithms that do not allow queueing, only one
handoff attempt occurs: The call is interrupted if all channels are
busy. For schemes that allow queueing, degradation time (i.e.,
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TABLE VI
SIMULATION AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR HEXAGONAL SCENARIOS.
T: THEORETICAL. S: SIMULATION
time that the MS is insisting for handoff) is limited to 10% of the
average estimated channel holding time. The call is interrupted
before this limit if the MS looses coverage without having ob-
tained a new channel. The value of the penalty in (1) has been
set to 15 in all cases.
In all simulations, the necessary SRS parameters of each
strategy have been set in such a way that the best GoS is
achieved according to the theoretical analysis for medium load.
In HQS2, the probability of acceptance is set to 0.7. In DCRQ
and EB, ; for GCQ and for EC .
C. Manhattan Scenarios Without Shadowing
In this section, shadowing has been disabled to reduce com-
plexity. The resulting mobility is . Table V shows how
different strategies give the best performance (GoS) for different
loads: EC for heavy, GCQ for medium, and HQS for light load.
Changing the strategy of SRS is simple by only changing the
set of state-dependent probabilities . The resource alloca-
tion method in the BS can adapt itself to the current load for
best performance.
GoS is not the only possible approach to evaluate the good-
ness of a strategy; different approaches can be established as fol-
lows. Let us assume that for medium load we establish
that PB and PF are the maximum acceptable pa-
rameters. Accordingly, EB is the best strategy since it is the one
with the highest CT that covers both quality limits. The frame-
work provided by SRS is flexible and adaptable to different de-
signers’ criteria.
Slight differences between theoretical and simulation results
appear. The reasons for the discrepancies must be found in the
differences between the analysis and simulation. Here, handoff
arrivals are not Poisson, the channel holding time is not n.e.d.,
and the time to drop the handoff is not n.e.d. These variables are
not inputs to the simulation but drawn from high-level inputs
(they have been statistically studied as side results of this work
and agree with latest research in [4], [5], [12], and [15]). How-
ever, it must be observed that the ranking of methods from best
TABLE VII
SIMULATION RESULTS WITH SHADOW EFFECT
to worst GoS holds from the analytical study. At the same time,
the good agreement between analysis and simulation shows that
the analytical study captured the system features.
D. Hexagonal Scenarios Without Shadowing
For hexagonal patterns, is obtained. In this case, re-
sults displayed in Table VI show that the strategies that give the
best performance are different: DCRQ for heavy and medium
and GCQ for light load. If we keep the criterion for medium
load of maximum blocking and interruption probabilities lim-
ited to 35% and 3%, EB is again the strategy that carries more
traffic. Results are always worse than in the Manhattan simu-
lation, mainly because the higher mobility. Some strategies are
highly sensitive to the mobility growth while others are not. The
case of HQS2 is obvious: As the probability is set to 0.7, it tends
to block 30% of new calls. In all cases (i.e., Manhattan or hexag-
onal and for any mobility), HQS2 blocks a percentage slightly
higher than 30%: The failure probability is sensitive to mobility
but the blocking is not. Again, comparison between analytical
and simulation results is good.
In Fig. 6, the performance parameters are depicted versus
system load for the hexagonal case. Notice how blocking of EC
is extremely sensitive to load: It is the one with the highest slope
in PB and has a negative slope for PF. On the other hand, HQS2
has an almost constant PB and, hence, increasing PF. The draw-
back of HQS is the high failure probability. If we take only the
GoS as a performance target, the preferred method changes from
GCQ for a load lower than 80% to DCRQ for heavier load.
E. Shadow Effect
For a more realistic view, shadowing is added to the simula-
tion, modeled as a lognormal variable with null average and a
standard deviation of 8 dB.
Simulation results for the Manhattan scenarios are displayed
in Table VII. Most performance figures are worse than without
shadowing. The most influenced figure is PF. The random na-
ture of the shadowing contributes to increase the number of in-
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Fig. 6. Blocking versus load for different SRS strategies and hexagonal cells.
terrupted calls. The output of our simulation does not distinguish
between a call interrupted because the lack of resources or be-
cause a deep fading.
An important conclusion of Table VII is that the strategies
that give the best GoS change from those reported in previous
section. Therefore, the SRS parameters must be tuned ac-
cording the different radio conditions.
Results for the hexagonal scenarios are also displayed in
Table VII. Performance is again worse that with no shadowing;
the difference is more noticeable than in the Manhattan sce-
nario. This is due not only to the higher mobility, but also to the
larger cell area: The available margin to support a deep fading
is lower for mobiles that are far from the BS.
It can cause surprise that PB for the hexagonal pattern is al-
ways lower than when shadowing is not taken into account (it
also occurs for some Manhattan scenarios). This is because of
the higher PF due to the shadowing effect. Observe that inter-
rupted calls release resources that are now available for fresh
arrivals. However, the overall effect is a worse GoS.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
SRS provides a common algorithm that generalizes control
of simple handoff strategies. At the same time, design of new
handoff schemes through SRS is easy, as only estimates of the
new call and handoff arrival rates are necessary at the BS to
tune the state-dependent probabilities. Practical implementation
and parameter tuning in BSs should also be simple. Analytical
results presented in this paper show the good performance be-
havior of new schemes and their capability to adapt to different
mobility and load scenarios.
The advantage of having tuning parameters (i.e., state-de-
pendent probabilities) is twofold. On one hand is the possibility
of SRS to adapt to scenarios that cannot be forecasted in theo-
retical analyses or simulations (e.g., non-Poisson arrivals, radio
path, nonbalanced cell layouts, etc.). On the other hand is the ca-
pacity of SRS to achieve different tradeoff degrees between the
probability of blocking a new call and interrupting an ongoing
one through very simple settings. The network operator can pre-
cisely decide the desired tradeoff for offered quality (PB/PF)
and revenue (CT).
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